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ARARs
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Washington Department of Ecology
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Ecology & Environment, Inc.
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Introduction
Swift Creek originates on the west flank of Sumas Mountain, near Everson
in Whatcom County, Washington. The creek drains an area of about 3 square
miles and flows west through agricultural land into the Sumas River. A large
landslide on Sumas Mountain, dormant until the late 1930s, is a source of
sediment to Swift Creek (ATSDR 2006). Much of the sediment is deposited in
the lower reaches of Swift Creek where the channel gradient drops to a few
percent from as much as 45 to 65 percent in portions of the upper reaches (KWL
2005).
The landslide material is composed largely of chrysotile, a type of
serpentine and the mineral most commonly used as a source of commercial
asbestos. Swift Creek sediments are also rich in metals such as nickel, chromium,
manganese, magnesium, and cobalt (Shreier 1987). As it degrades, chrysotile
introduces a variety of trace metals into the environment that can produce
measurable effects on plant growth, soil biota (including microbes and insects),
fish and invertebrates. Chrysotile fibers can impact spawning and larval growth
in the range of 106 to 1010 fibers per liter (UNEP 1998). The United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maximum contaminant level (MCL) for
asbestos in drinking water is 7 million fibers per liter.
Annual sediment dredging removes excess sediments to reduce flooding
risk. The Great Western Lumber Company routinely dredges excess sediment
deposits in Swift Creek, upstream from Goodwin Road, while Whatcom County
routinely dredges the creek in the area between Goodwin Road and Oat Coles
Road. The coarser fraction of dredge spoils is routinely removed by local
construction companies for use as fill material.
Recent concern about the potential health effects of asbestos-rich
sediments has prompted the EPA to halt dredging activities. The EPA tasked the
Ecology and Environment, Inc. (E & E) Superfund Technical Assessment and
Response Team (START) with development of a basic plan for a repository to
safely contain the dredged materials. This document will provide the basis for
that design which is based on annually removing 100,000 cubic yards of asbestoscontaining sediment for a period of five years.
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Regulatory Requirements
The following apply as Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate
Requirements (ARARs) to this removal action.
National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) 40
CFR 61.154 standards for active waste disposal sites require:
• No visible dust emissions, or provision of daily cover of the asbestoscontaining material (ACM) waste with 6 inches of compacted, non-ACM
material, or a dust-suppression agent, or some other control method; and
• A natural barrier or fence with warning signs to keep public out.
NESHAP 40 CFR 61.154 standards for inactive waste sites require:
• Either no visible dust emissions, or cover with 6 inches of compacted soil
and vegetation, or 6 inches of compacted soil and 8 inches of gravel (in
desert areas), or 2 feet of compacted soil, or a dust-suppression agent, or
some other control method; and
• Record the location and deed-notice the property.
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-303-665 standards for
landfills:
• To be exempted from lining requirements, the Washington Department of
Ecology (Ecology) must find that an alternative design and operation
practice, together with location characteristics, will prevent the migration of
any dangerous constituents into the groundwater or surface water at any
future time. Ecology will consider:
o The nature and quantity of waste,
o The proposed alternate design and operation,
o The hydrogeologic setting, and
o The quality and mobility of leachate.
According to Ecology, the sediment from the creek is not likely to be
classified as solid waste and therefore will likely not be subject to standard
regulations, but this decision has not been finalized. The primary concerns would
likely be the containment of the asbestos within the repository and confirming that
the concentrations of any metals leaching from the sediment are below regulatory
requirements. (Kmet 2007)
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2. Regulatory Requirements

Northwest Clean Air Act Regulation Section 570 Asbestos Control Standards
requirements include:
• Disposal in an approved facility, and
• Inspection by an Ecology Asbestos Inspector after construction is complete.
Additionally, the Whatcom County Health Department has the final
permitting authority for all solid waste activities in Whatcom County.
This design and cost estimate assume the ARARs will be met while the
site is active by keeping a water truck and operator on site who can use water to
keep dust down at the creek, on the roads, and at the repository. A perimeter
fence can be closed at night to prevent the public from entering the repository
area. In the off-season, and once the repository has been closed permanently, the
ARARs will be met by establishing vegetation on the 6 inch non-ACM cap and
working with local officials to place a deed-notice on the property.

2-2
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Basic Design
The 100-year floodplain for Swift Creek is a narrow band along the banks
of the creek. Since the repository could reasonably be sited outside of this
floodplain, this design does not incorporate any of the armoring that would be
recommended were the repository vulnerable to being undercut in a flood.
The repository will be 20 feet high and will have an 18 acre rectangular
footprint. Dimension and volume calculations are provided in Appendix A on
page A-2. An estimate of the cost for 22 acres in the area is included in Appendix
B on page B-2. A drain piping system at the bottom of the repository will
facilitate natural dewatering of the material. Once completed, the repository will
contain 500,000 cubic yards of ACM and have a 6 inch vegetated cap. It will be
graded flat on the top to prevent erosion or it will be graded so that rainfall does
not compromise the cap. If the site is sloped, an armored drainage ditch will be
positioned around the uphill side of the repository to channel water around the
pile and prevent undercutting. Once the area that drains to the repository is
identified, the drainage ditch will be sized accordingly.
It is anticipated that dredging will occur every summer. The repository
will be secured during inactive periods with a 6 inch clean soil cover and a fence
in compliance with standard asbestos material handling practices and local
requirements. Initial site preparation may include constructing a road from the
dredging location to the repository and will include completing a survey to
identify the extent of the repository footprint and constructing the fence required
to secure the repository and protect public health. Annual work will include
dredging, dewatering, transportation, placement, and compaction of ACM as well
as dust suppression and cap placement. Upon closure, vegetation will be
established on the cap, and any visible erosion or settling will be repaired.
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Information Required for Further
Design
Due to the absence of information regarding a specific repository site and
minimal data regarding physical characteristics of the sediment, the design of the
repository is conceptual. In order to develop the pertinent details, the bulk
density, post-excavation water content and dewatering rate will need to be
determined for the sediment (costs included under Geotechnical and Leaching
Tests in Appendix B on page B-2). For the purposes of the cost estimate, a bulk
weight of 1.3 tons per cubic yard was assumed; variations from this bulk weight
value will increase or decrease the calculated transfer rate of material to the
repository. The post excavation water content and the dewatering rate will be
crucial for determining which stage of the process is best for dewatering, how
long that dewatering will take, and how much space needs to be dedicated to
dewatering based on the excavation production rate. Options include gravity
dewatering at the creek prior to hauling the material to the repository, hauling the
material to the repository wet and allowing it to gravity dewater in place, or some
combination of the two. The water that is liberated from the sediment will need to
be sampled to confirm that it meets Washington State surface water discharge
standards (costs included under Leaching Tests in Appendix B on page B-2). The
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit Program
(WAC 173-220-020) requires that “No pollutants shall be discharged to any
surface water of the state from a point source, except as authorized by an
individual permit issued pursuant to this chapter or as authorized by a general
permit issued pursuant to chapter”. The water that is liberated from the sediment
during the dewatering process and is discharged back into Swift Creek will
qualify as a discharge to surface waters. The NPDES permitting process (WAC
173-220) is an applicable ARAR and will need to be coordinated with Ecology.
Other sediment characteristics that will be important for the final design
are the compaction potential, shear strength and permeability of the dewatered
sediment. The compaction potential will influence how the material is placed and
compacted in the repository. The shear strength will determine the steepness of
the side slopes of the repository. The permeability will be used to design the
drainage for the top of the repository, and may influence the size of the
dewatering system. All of this information can be obtained through laboratory
tests (costs included under Geotechnical Tests in Appendix B on page B-2).
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4. Information Required for Further Design

Ecology representatives from the Toxics Cleanup and Solid Waste
program met regarding the repository issue and will likely determine that the
material is not a solid waste and therefore not subject to solid waste regulations,
however a final decision has not been made (Kmet 2007). To assist in
determining if an unlined repository will be allowed, additional testing will be
required to ensure that the dredged materials will not leach metals exceeding
regulatory requirements under field conditions. Options for this include
groundwater sampling near the existing stockpile or laboratory testing (included
under Leaching Tests in Appendix B on page B-2).
Assumptions Used
For the purposes of the basic design and cost estimate, the following
assumptions were made:
• The asbestos containing material will hold a 1 vertical to 3 horizontal slope
after dewatering and standard compaction. This is a conservative estimate.
• The repository will be sited on a clean parcel of land, allowing the cover
material to be borrowed from underneath the repository site. If a
decommissioned quarry is located, cover material will need to be identified
and added to the cost estimate.
• A cost allowance for water is included in Appendix B on page B-2 under
Dust Suppression in the event that water is trucked in from a source other
than Swift Creek. If Swift Creek water use is allowed, the cost will be
reduced.
• The repository site will be within 10 miles of the dredge site.
• Although there are metals present in the sediment, their leachability is so
low that water percolating through the repository to the ground is not a
concern.
• The State and local regulators will determine definitively that the material is
not solid waste, and the design will be based solely on the objective of
containing the material.
• Local workers will be used for the project, therefore no lodging or per diem
costs are required.
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Estimated Costs
The cost of containing the ACM in a repository is heavily influenced by
the characteristics of the material and the distance from the creek to the
repository. The excavation of the ACM and grading and compaction of the
material in the repository are constant regardless of repository location and will
amount to 55% - 65% of the budget. The dewatering and transportation of the
material are highly variable. The transportation will amount to 20% - 30% of the
annual budget and it will vary from $170,000 to $600,000 per year depending on
the distance from the creek to the repository. This cost estimate added 15% to the
budget to allow for dewatering. For the purpose of this memo, it was assumed
that there would be two excavators working which would excavate approximately
3,000 cubic yards per day working 12 hour days. Appendix B contains additional
cost details, including General Cost Estimates on page B-2, Off-Road vs. OnRoad Costs on page B-3, Air Sampling Costs on page B-4, and a Cost Summary
on page B-5 (summarized below in Table 5-1), and Appendix C includes
anticipated Productivity information on page C-2.
Table 5-1
Cost Estimate
Distance from
Creek to
Repository
(miles)
1
3
5
10

Annual Cost(1)
(Millions)
$1.54
$1.63
$1.73
$1.96

Total Project
Cost(2)(Millions)
$7.70
$8.17
$8.63
$9.79

(1)

Annual Cost is one fifth of the Total Project Cost.

(2)

The total project cost incorporates a 20% contingency.
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